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The Fed’s Portfolio
The Federal Reserve wrapped up its 10th week of “QE II” this Wednesday. In that time, a few
milestones have been reached and a material shift in holdings has occurred.
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Securities held outright (securities held as a result of “permanent open market operations”1)
have surpassed the $2.2 trillion mark for the last two weeks.2 The largest component is once
again U.S. Treasury debt. Holdings reached $1.08 trillion in the most recent report. This is a
non-trivial number; it represents 7.7% of the total public debt outstanding and 12.2% of the total
marketable debt outstanding.3
Holdings of Agency/GSE mortgage backed securities (MBS) have either fallen or remained
unchanged each week since August 18th of 2010. The current level of $980.2 billion equates to
44.4% of the Fed’s securities held outright, this marks over a 10 percentage point drop since the
peak attained in July of 2010.
Thus far, the bulk of the “QE II” buying has taken place in U.S. Treasury debt maturing in over
five years to ten years. The Fed has added $114.5 billion in such instruments over the last ten
weeks, representing 50.5% of the increase in U.S. Treasury holdings over that time.
In total, the Fed has committed $226.5 billion out of the $600 billion it allocated to “QE II” back
in November.4 It is interesting to note that the yield on the 10 year U.S. Treasury Note has risen
70 basis points since the announcement.

Chart 1: “QE II”
November 17, 2010 is the
first weekly period in
which “QE II” buying is
accounted for in the Fed’s
H.4.1 statement.
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Chart 2: Securities Held Outright
The Fed now maintains over $2.2 trillion in securities held outright on its balance sheet.

Chart 3: Market Yield: 10 Year U.S. Treasury Note
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Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System:
http://www.federalreserve.gov/monetarypolicy/bst_openmarketops.htm
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Federal Reserve Statistical Release H.4.1: http://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/h41/
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Monthly Statement of the Public Debt:
http://www.treasurydirect.gov/govt/reports/pd/mspd/2010/opds122010.pdf
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Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System:
http://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/press/monetary/20101103a.htm
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Disclaimer
The information, tools and material presented herein are provided for informational purposes
only and are not to be used or considered as an offer or a solicitation to sell or an offer or
solicitation to buy or subscribe for securities, investment products or other financial instruments,
nor to constitute any advice or recommendation with respect to such securities, investment
products or other financial instruments. This research report is prepared for general circulation. It
does not have regard to the specific investment objectives, financial situation and the particular
needs of any specific person who may receive this report. You should independently evaluate
particular investments and consult an independent financial adviser before making any
investments or entering into any transaction in relation to any securities mentioned in this report.
The items contained herein are published as submitted and are provided for general information
purposes only. This information is not advice. Readers should not rely solely on this information,
but should make their own inquiries before making any decisions. The Company works to
maintain up-to-date information from reliable sources; however, no responsibility is accepted for
any errors or omissions or results of any actions based upon this information. The views
expressed are subject to change at any time based on market and other conditions. This research
may not be independent from the proprietary interests of the Company which may conflict with
your interests. References to specific securities and issuers are for illustrative purposes only and
are not intended to be, and should not be interpreted as, recommendations to purchase or sell
such securities.
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